Students to be attached to UK’s House of Commons

Two bright students from Malindi awaiting to go to university have got scholarships to be attached at the House of commons in the United Kingdom for two weeks beginning today. Brian Telly and Linda Kalu both who scored grade A in last year’s Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education left the country for Britain yesterday morning and will be working under two MPs as their personal assistants to learn UK's political system. Telly will be attached to Mr Andrew Rosinel while Linda would be attached to female Mp Pauline Latern during their two week internship in the UK.

Speaking to journalists in Malindi moments before the journey an excited Telly said the opportunity would help him learn better leadership skills to help improve the nature of governance in Kenya. He said it was an honour to get such a rare opportunity and attributed it to hard work.

On her part Linda said she expected to learn more about the culture of Britain and compare it with that of Kenya to seek ways of creating change. The two were sponsored by an Non Governmental Organization, Aiducation International Kenya to pursue secondary school education.